Our Students Leaders will prepare a Powerpoint Presentation for each behaviour lesson and introduce the Focus Behaviour on Monday Behaviour Parades, further information is noted below the lesson. Student Leaders will be paired up and rotate through a roster. Mrs Short will be assisting student leaders with the Powerpoint preparations.

Monday 9am– Behaviour Parade – Introduction of Focus Behaviour by Student Leader representatives.
9.30 – Explicit teaching of Focus Behaviour by teachers in classrooms, using powerpoint and other resources if/when needed.

Wk1- Revise SWPBS model for school – Expectation / Matrix / WoW achievements and rewards.
Wk 2- Return equipment to correct areas – I am Responsible

Wk 3 -  Looking after personal belongings – I am Responsible

Wk 4- Follow instruction from all adults – school adult, bus drivers, swim teacher - I am Respectful
(WEEK 4 – Data review for next week lesson)

Wk5 – (Target Behaviour – to be informed by data analysis in Week 4)

Wk 6 – Ask questions and accept feedback – I am a Learner
Wk 7 – Do you best and have a go – I am a Learner

Wk 8- Target Behaviour – to be informed by data analysis week 7) - REVISION

Wk 9- Revise / analyse / student feedback (suggestion box)

Wk 10- Revision of Terms lessons, Behaviour Matrix and WOW awards – Students to claim outstanding awards.

All lessons can be found: G drive/coredata/curriculum/SWPBS/Behaviour lessons